














CHAPTER 9
PRECLASSICAL ORPHISM
Eudemus knew a single Orphic theology positing Night alone at
the absolute beginning of things; Damascius’ testimony is definitive:
^H ‰b ·Úa Ùˇá ÂÚÈ·ÙËÙÈÎˇá Eé‰‹Ìˇˆ àÓ·ÁÂÁÚ·ÌÌ¤ÓË ó˜ ÙÔÜ
\OÚÊ¤ˆ˜ ÔsÛ· ıÂÔÏÔÁ›· ÄÓ Ùe ÓÔËÙeÓ âÛÈÒËÛÂÓ, ó˜ ·ÓÙ¿·ÛÈÓ
ôÚÚËÙﬁÓ ÙÂ Î·d ôÁÓˆÛÙÔÓ ÙÚﬁˇˆ <Ùˇá> Î·Ùa ‰È¤ÍÔ‰ﬁÓ ÙÂ Î·d à·ÁÁÂÏ›·ÓØ àe ‰b ÙÉ˜ N˘ÎÙe˜ âÔÈ‹Û·ÙÔ ÙcÓ àÚ¯‹Ó. (In Primis
Principiis 124, I p. 319.8 Ruelle = OF 28). The reservation implied in
the Damascian formulation (àÓ·ÁÂÁÚ·ÌÌ¤ÓË ó˜ ÙÔÜ \OÚÊ¤ˆ˜
ÔsÛ·) may naturally be his own; it is quite understandable that it
should be voiced given the canonic character of Rhapsodic theology in
late Neoplatonism and its superior adaptability to the Neoplatonic
structure of reality. (Rhapsodic Orphism did not begin its cosmic
theogonies with Night). Early Orphic theology, to the contrary, could
be made to symbolize that structure only by the assumption of a
respectful silence regarding the foremost orders of subsistence (Ùe ÓÔËÙﬁÓ). It is however also possible that Eudemus himself qualified the
ascription of the Orphic poems to Orpheus in the belief that
somebody else (say, Onomacritus) was their real author1. Yet the
context, the drift of Damascius’ reasoning and the formulation itself
favour the former alternative.
Aristotle in all likelihood refers to specifically Orphic doctrine with
his Ôî ıÂÔÏﬁÁÔÈ Ôî âÎ N˘ÎÙe˜ ÁÂÓÓáÓÙÂ˜ (Metaphysica Λ, 1071b27).
The context there requires the supposition of a single first principle of
things. The philosopher argues for the necessity of an ultimate cause of
change and criticizes those who assume a primal material principle
alone; for how could it produce anything else without an independent
actual mover? K·›ÙÔÈ Âå ó˜ Ï¤ÁÔ˘ÛÈÓ Ôî ıÂÔÏﬁÁÔÈ Ôî âÎ N˘ÎÙe˜
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ÁÂÓÓáÓÙÂ˜, j ó˜ Ôî Ê˘ÛÈÎÔd ïÌÔÜ ¿ÓÙ· ¯Ú‹Ì·Ù¿ Ê·ÛÈ, Ùe ·éÙe
à‰‡Ó·ÙÔÓ. á˜ ÁaÚ ÎÈÓËı‹ÛÂÙ·È, Âå Ìc öÛÙ·È âÓÂÚÁÂ›÷· ÙÈ ·úÙÈÔÓ; Ôé
ÁaÚ ≥ ÁÂ ≈ÏË ÎÈÓ‹ÛÂÈ ·éÙc ë·˘Ù‹Ó, àÏÏa ÙÂÎÙÔÓÈÎ‹, Ôé‰b Ùa âÈÌ‹ÓÈ· Ôé‰’ ì ÁÉ, àÏÏa Ùa Û¤ÚÌ·Ù· Î·d ì ÁÔÓ‹. By the side of the
female (material), there must needs be a male (originator) principle in
order for something to come out of the former. The point is clearly
made, and in a theological context, in Metaphysica A, 984a23:
ñÔÙÂ‡ÛÂÈÂ ‰’ ôÓ ÙÈ˜ ^HÛ›Ô‰ÔÓ ÚáÙÔÓ ˙ËÙÉÛ·È Ùe ÙÔÈÔÜÙÔÓ (sc. the
cause and principle ¬ıÂÓ ì Î›ÓËÛÈ˜ ñ¿Ú¯ÂÈ ÙÔÖ˜ ÔsÛÈÓ), ÎiÓ Âú ÙÈ˜
ôÏÏÔ˜ òEÚˆÙ· j âÈı˘Ì›·Ó âÓ ÙÔÖ˜ ÔsÛÈÓ öıËÎÂÓ ó˜ àÚ¯‹Ó, ÔxÔÓ Î·d
¶·ÚÌÂÓ›‰Ë˜ (Β13)..., ^HÛ›Ô‰Ô˜ ‰b “¿ÓÙˆÓ ÌbÓ ÚÒÙÈÛÙ· X¿Ô˜
Á¤ÓÂÙ’, ·éÙaÚ öÂÈÙ· Á·Ö’ ÂéÚ‡ÛÙÂÚÓÔ˜, ä‰’ öÚÔ˜, n˜ ¿ÓÙÂÛÛÈ ÌÂÙ·Ú¤ÂÈ àı·Ó¿ÙÔÈÛÈÓ”, ó˜ ‰¤ÔÓ âÓ ÙÔÖ˜ ÔsÛÈÓ ñ¿Ú¯ÂÈÓ ÙÈÓ’ ·åÙ›·Ó
≥ÙÈ˜ ÎÈÓ‹ÛÂÈ Î·d Û˘Ó¿ÍÂÈ Ùa Ú¿ÁÌ·Ù·.
Aristotle continues in the Metaphysics Λ passage by disposing of
the idea that the two distinct, necessarily required prime moments of
World-formation could somehow coalesce or combine into one
ultimate entity: ‰Èe öÓÈÔÈ ÔÈÔÜÛÈÓ àÂd âÓ¤ÚÁÂÈ·Ó, ÔxÔÓ §Â‡ÎÈÔ˜ Î·d
¶Ï¿ÙˆÓØ àÂd ÁaÚ ÂrÓ·› Ê·ÛÈ Î›ÓËÛÈÓ. àÏÏa ‰Èa Ù› Î·d Ù›Ó· Ôé Ï¤ÁÔ˘ÛÈÓ, Ôé‰’, Âå ó‰d <j> ó‰›, ÙcÓ ·åÙ›·Ó. “They” do not clearly explain
why there should be an eternal movement as first principle, nor are
they clear about its nature (as Aristotle is with his divine noetic
activity, we are by implication led to understand), nor, finally, do they
tell the reason why their active principle acts in this rather than in that
way.
Aristotle is thus thinking of theologians (ıÂÔÏﬁÁÔÈ) who posit
Night as an exclusive first principle of things. They have also to be
pure theologians in his terminology, neither physical philosophers
(Ê˘ÛÈÔÏﬁÁÔÈ) nor mixed theologians utilizing simultaneously myth
and reason, symbolism and ratiocination (like Pherecydes). He cannot
therefore refer to accounts which start with a combination of
principles one of which is Night; for in such dualism there is always
explicitly or implicitly involved the recognition of the necessity for the
existence (according to his terminology) of both material and (formimposing) effective causality, and the failure to appreciate this is
precisely what he is criticizing in the Night-single-originator theory.
Furthermore, he may not review here speculations that begin worldformation processes with chaos for according to his view, cosmogonic
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Chaos is space as a location for (bodily) being. So Physica 208b29:
‰ﬁÍÂÈÂ ‰’ iÓ Î·d ^HÛ›Ô‰Ô˜ çÚıá˜ Ï¤ÁÂÈÓ ÔÈ‹Û·˜ ÚáÙÔÓ Ùe X¿Ô˜.
§¤ÁÂÈ ÁÔÜÓ “¿ÓÙˆÓ ÌbÓ ÚÒÙÈÛÙ· ¯¿Ô˜ Á¤ÓÂÙ’, ·éÙaÚ öÂÈÙ· Á·Ö’
ÂéÚ‡ÛÙÂÚÓÔ˜”, ó˜ ‰¤ÔÓ ÚáÙÔÓ ñ¿ÚÍ·È ¯ÒÚ·Ó ÙÔÖ˜ ÔsÛÈ etc. In
Metaphysica A, 989a10 he considers the Hesiodic Earth to be the first
corporeal entity (ÊËÛd ‰b Î·d ^HÛ›Ô‰Ô˜ ÙcÓ ÁÉÓ ÚÒÙËÓ ÁÂÓ¤Ûı·È
ÙáÓ ÛˆÌ¿ÙˆÓ) which presupposes the notion that Chaos is (nonbodily) space as place for bodies. And so it is put explicitly in de
Melisso, Xenophane, Gorgia 976b15: àÏÏ’ ÔxÔÓ Î·d ï ^HÛ›Ô‰Ô˜ âÓ ÙFÉ
ÁÂÓ¤ÛÂÈ ÚáÙÔÓ Ùe X¿Ô˜ ÊËÛd ÁÂÓ¤Ûı·È, ó˜ ‰¤ÔÓ ¯ÒÚ·Ó ÚáÙÔÓ
ñ¿Ú¯ÂÈÓ ÙÔÖ˜ ÔsÛÈ2. Thus N‡Í in Λ 1071b27 cannot cover X¿Ô˜ as
well and all the more so as they are explicitly distinguished from each
other immediately afterwards (1072a8), where both are consistent
with the requirements of the argument. On the whole, the entire
passage is the clearest proof that, for Aristotle, Chaos and Night are
alternative beginnings.
Having consequently excluded Chaos-Cosmogonies (Hesiod,
Acusilaus) and dualistic Night-Cosmogonies (Musaeus, Epimenides),
we are left with early Orphism alone as the known appropriate referent
for the Aristotelian phrase in Metaphysics Λ, 1071b27, with its
nocturnal monism. Certainly the expression may well cover other
unknown speculators; but in the circumstances it is more than likely
that they would follow Orphic precedent, if not actually belonging to
wider Orphic circles. The breadth thereby allowed to the ıÂÔÏﬁÁÔÈ in
the plural does not cancel the unequivocal, essential pointing to
Orpheus, the ıÂÔÏﬁÁÔ˜ in the singular and par excellence; just as the
Ê˘ÛÈÎÔ› who uphold the doctrine “ïÌÔÜ ¿ÓÙ· ¯Ú‹Ì·Ù·” are just
Anaxagoras3.
Aristotle, furthermore, knew only one Orphic tradition, one
doctrine and one body of poetry. In De Anima A, 1, 410b28 he
mentions a view about ensouling and the origin of individual souls as
ï âÓ ÙÔÖ˜ \OÚÊÈÎÔÖ˜ Î·ÏÔ˘Ì¤ÓÔÈ˜ öÂÛÈ ÏﬁÁÔ˜. With a similar
expression (âÓ ÙÔÖ˜ Î·ÏÔ˘Ì¤ÓÔÈ˜ \OÚÊ¤ˆ˜ öÂÛÈÓ) he makes an
embryological point in De Generatione Animalium 734a18: j âÊÂÍÉ˜
(sc. Á›ÁÓÂÙ·È Ùa ÌﬁÚÈ·, the members of an organism) œÛÂÚ âÓ ÙÔÖ˜
Î·ÏÔ˘Ì¤ÓÔÈ˜ \OÚÊ¤ˆ˜ öÂÛÈÓØ âÎÂÖ ÁaÚ ïÌÔ›ˆ˜ ÊËÛd Á›ÁÓÂÛı·È Ùe
˙ˇáÔÓ ÙFÉ ÙÔÜ ‰ÈÎÙ‡Ô˘ ÏÔÎFÉ. These öË were a single work, or, at least,
a unified corpus of hexametre poetry. For Aristotle’s possible
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reservation (âÓ ÙÔÖ˜ Î·ÏÔ˘Ì¤ÓÔÈ˜ öÂÛÈÓ) refers at most only to the
question of authorship: who was the single author of a single work, or
of a unified body of verses. In fact, the very phrase (âÓ ÙÔÖ˜ Î·ÏÔ˘Ì¤ÓÔÈ˜ \OÚÊ¤ˆ˜ or \OÚÊÈÎÔÖ˜ öÂÛÈÓ) implies in any case a single poetic
corpus4. As to the question of its author, Aristotle in fact believed that
the doctrines contained in that work were really Orpheus’ own, but
according to the common opinion it was Onomacritus who
expounded them in poetic form. We are informed about this by
Philoponus In De Anima Comm. 186.24 Hayduck (in the
commentary to the above quoted passage): ÏÂÁÔÌ¤ÓÔÈ˜ (≈Î·ÏÔ˘Ì¤ÓÔÈ˜) ÂrÂÓ (sc. \AÚÈÛÙÔÙ¤ÏË˜) âÂÈ‰c Ìc ‰ÔÎÂÖ \OÚÊ¤ˆ˜ ÂrÓ·È Ùa
öË, ó˜ Î·d ·éÙe˜ âÓ ÙÔÖ˜ ¶ÂÚd ºÈÏÔÛÔÊ›·˜ (Fr. 7 Rose = Fr. 7 Ross)
Ï¤ÁÂÈØ ·éÙÔÜ (sc. \OÚÊ¤ˆ˜) ÌbÓ Á¿Ú ÂåÛÈ Ùa ‰ﬁÁÌ·Ù·, Ù·ÜÙ· ‰¤
Ê·ÛÈÓ \OÓÔÌ¿ÎÚÈÙÔÓ âÓ öÂÛÈÓ Î·Ù·ÙÂÖÓ·È (OF test. 188)5. And so
the scholia to Aelius Aristeides (p. 206 Dindorf [Lobeck Aglaophamus
I p. 351]): Úe ·éÙÔÜ (sc. ÙÔÜ ^OÌ‹ÚÔ˘) <ÌbÓ> Á¤ÁÔÓÂ (sc. ï \OÚÊÂ‡˜),
Ùa ‰b ‰ﬁÁÌ·Ù· \OÚÊ¤ˆ˜ \OÓÔÌ¿ÎÚÈÙÔ˜ ÌÂÙ¤‚·ÏÂ (!) ‰È’ âáÓ (the
sense must clearly be that he dressed them in verses).
This Aristotelian statement sounds like a correction also of the
Herodotean view that Orphic observances and corresponding îÂÚÔd
ÏﬁÁÔÈ are really Pythagorean and, ultimately, of Egyptian provenance
(II, 81): ïÌÔÏÔÁ¤Ô˘ÛÈ ‰b Ù·ÜÙ· (sc. Egyptian taboos relating to
woolen dress) ÙÔÖÛÈ \OÚÊÈÎÔÖÛÈ Î·ÏÂÔÌ¤ÓÔÈÛÈ Î·d B·Î¯ÈÎÔÖÛÈ, âÔÜÛÈ
‰b AåÁ˘Ù›ÔÈÛÈ Î·d ¶˘ı·ÁÔÚÂ›ÔÈÛÈ. Ôé‰b ÁaÚ ÙÔ‡ÙˆÓ ÙáÓ çÚÁ›ˆÓ
ÌÂÙ¤¯ÔÓÙ· ¬ÛÈﬁÓ âÛÙÈ âÓ ÂåÚÈÓ¤ÔÈÛÈ Â¥Ì·ÛÈ ı·ÊıÉÓ·È. òEÛÙÈ ‰b ÂÚd
·éÙáÓ îÚe˜ ÏﬁÁÔ˜ ÏÂÁﬁÌÂÓÔ˜. Ion of Chios maintained accordingly
that some Orphic poetic texts were authored by Pythagoras (36B2
DK). The ùÚÁÈ· with their accompanying îÂÚe˜ ÏﬁÁÔ˜ of the
Herodotean passage refer clearly to the Orphic ‰ÚÒÌÂÓ· and ÏÂÁﬁÌÂÓ·. It was a crucial characteristic of Orphism that ritual observances
(ÙÂÏÂÙ·›), symbolically conceived, were accounted and sustained by
speculative explanations or sacred reasons (îÂÚÔd ÏﬁÁÔÈ)6. Αn excellent
example of such a mixture of sacred observances, ritual handling of
symbols and prayers or hymns is given, albeit in miserable
fragmentation, by the Gurob papyrus, OF 31.
Herodotus couples \OÚÊÈÎ¿ with B·Î¯ÈÎ¿, because the ¢ÈÔÓ‡ÛÔ˘
¶¿ıË and their soteriological significance was a fundamental feature
of earliest Orphism. The close connection between Orphism and
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Bacchism is implied in Plutarch, Alexander 2: ÄÛ·È ÌbÓ ·î ÙFÉ‰Â
Á˘Ó·ÖÎÂ˜ (sc. in Macedonia) öÓÔ¯ÔÈ ÙÔÖ˜ \OÚÊÈÎÔÖ˜ ÔsÛ·È Î·d ÙÔÖ˜
ÂÚd ÙeÓ ¢ÈﬁÓ˘ÛÔÓ çÚÁÈ·ÛÌÔÖ˜ etc. B·¯ÎÈÎ¿ would actually be that
part of \OÚÊÈÎ¿ which relates to chthonic Dionysus and his fate. Here
probably belongs what Hippolytus Refutatio Omnium Haeresium V,
20, 4 (OF 243) relates in connection with the Sethianic Gnostic sect:
ï ÁaÚ ÂÚd ÙÉ˜ Ì‹ÙÚ·˜ ·éÙáÓ Î·d ÙÔÜ ùÊÂˆ˜ ÏﬁÁÔ˜ Î·d <ï> çÌÊ·Ïﬁ˜, ¬ÂÚ âÛÙdÓ àÓ‰ÚÂ›· (i.e. Ê·ÏÏﬁ˜), ‰È·ÚÚ‹‰ËÓ Ô≈Ùˆ˜ âÛÙdÓ âÓ
ÙÔÖ˜ B·Î¯ÈÎÔÖ˜ ÙÔÜ \OÚÊ¤ˆ˜. The reference will be to the well-known
complex (ritualistic, symbolic, mythological) of ıÂe˜ ‰Èa ÎﬁÏÔ˘
(Gurob papyrus 1 = OF 31, I 24); v. Hymni Orphici 52.11 ñÔÎﬁÏÈÂ (B·Î¯ÂÜ, Eé‚Ô˘ÏÂÜ, \HÚÈÎÂ·ÖÂ sc. TÚÈËÙÂÚÈÎb ¢ÈﬁÓ˘ÛÂ); in the
golden leaf from Thurii OF 32c8: ¢ÂÛÔ›Ó·˜ ‰b ñe ÎﬁÏÔÓ ö‰˘Ó
¯ıÔÓ›·˜ ‚·ÛÈÏÂ›·˜.
The awesome obscenity of the symbol alluded to is evidenced by
Lucian Alexander 38 with reference to the prophet Alexander’s
imitation of Eleusinian proceedings: Âå ‰b Ìc ÔÏÏ·d qÛ·Ó ·î ‰÷Ä‰Â˜
Ù¿¯’ ôÓ ÙÈ Î·d ÙáÓ ñe ÎﬁÏÔÓ âÚ¿ÙÙÂÙÔ. Clemens Alexandrinus
testifies to the explicit ritual corresponding to the serpent-womb
complex; Protrepticus II, 16, 2: ™·‚·˙›ˆÓ ÁÔÜÓ Ì˘ÛÙËÚ›ˆÓ Û‡Ì‚ÔÏÔÓ ÙÔÖ˜ Ì˘Ô˘Ì¤ÓÔÈ˜ ï ‰Èa ÎﬁÏÔ˘ ıÂﬁ˜Ø ‰Ú¿ÎˆÓ ‰¤ âÛÙÈÓ ÔyÙÔ˜, ‰ÈÂÏÎﬁÌÂÓÔ˜ ÙÔÜ ÎﬁÏÔ˘ ÙáÓ Ì˘Ô˘Ì¤ÓˆÓ, öÏÂÁ¯Ô˜ àÎÚ·Û›·˜ ¢Èﬁ˜. He
indeed refers the ritual to the mysteries of Sabazius, but the context
concerns the Eleusinian mysteries (15.1: ¢ËÔÜ˜ ‰b Ì˘ÛÙ‹ÚÈ· etc.), and
part of his point is furthermore to illustrate the august Hellenic
mystery cult by identical observances in barbaric worship (ibid.:
Ù·éÙa Ôî ºÚ‡ÁÂ˜ ÙÂÏ›ÛÎÔ˘ÛÈÓ òAÙÙÈ‰È Î·d K˘‚¤ÏFË Î·d KÔÚ‡‚·ÛÈÓ).
Besides, in the passage quoted regarding the mysteric handling of the
real or idolic snake, he mentions the àÎÚ·Û›· ¢Èﬁ˜ which he had
explained just before; 16.1: Î˘ÂÖ ÌbÓ ì ¢ËÌ‹ÙËÚ, àÓ·ÙÚ¤ÊÂÙ·È ‰b ì
KﬁÚË, Ì›ÁÓ˘Ù·È ‰’ ·sıÈ˜ ï ÁÂÓÓ‹Û·˜ ÔñÙÔÛd ZÂf˜ ÙFÉ ºÂÚÂÊ¿ÙÙFË, ÙFÉ
å‰›÷· ı˘Á·ÙÚ›, ÌÂÙa ÙcÓ ÌËÙ¤Ú· ÙcÓ ¢ËÒ, âÎÏ·ıﬁÌÂÓÔ˜ ÙÔÜ ÚÔÙ¤ÚÔ˘ Ì‡ÛÔ˘˜, ·ÙcÚ Î·d ÊıÔÚÂf˜ ÎﬁÚË˜ ï ZÂ‡˜, Î·d Ì›ÁÓ˘Ù·È ‰Ú¿ÎˆÓ
ÁÂÓﬁÌÂÓÔ˜, n˜ qÓ, âÏÂÁ¯ıÂ›˜. ™·‚·˙›ˆÓ ÁÔÜÓ Ì˘ÛÙËÚ›ˆÓ etc. as
above. The mythology involved is characteristically Orphic (also in
that it makes Demeter mother, and not sister, of Zeus). Cf. Arnobius
Adversus Nationes V, 21 p. 193.4 Reifferscheid: ipsa novissime sacra et
ritus imitationis ipsius, quibus Sebadiis nomen est, testimonio esse
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potuerunt veritati: in quibus aureus coluber in sinum demittitur
consecratis et eximitur rursus ab inferioribus partibus atque imis.
Firmicus Maternus De Errore profanarum Religionum X p. 27.1
Ziegler: Sebazium colentes Iovem, anguem cum initiant per sinum
ducunt. Sebazius is also precisely the chthonic Dionysus or Zagreus;
Diodorus IV, 4, 1: Ê·Ûd ÁaÚ âÎ ¢Èe˜ Î·d ¶ÂÚÛÂÊﬁÓË˜ ¢ÈﬁÓ˘ÛÔÓ ÁÂÓ¤Ûı·È, ÙeÓ ñﬁ ÙÈÓˆÓ ™·‚¿˙ÈÔÓ çÓÔÌ·˙ﬁÌÂÓÔÓ. (This Dionysus was
particularly involuted in obscenity). Cf. Nonnus Dionysiaca VI, 164:
·åıÂÚ›ˆÓ ‰b ‰Ú·ÎÔÓÙÂ›ˆÓ ñÌÂÓ·›ˆÓ
¶ÂÚÛÂÊﬁÓË˜ ÁÔÓﬁÂÓÙÈ ÙﬁÎˇˆ Î˘Ì·›ÓÂÙÔ Á·ÛÙ‹Ú,
Z·ÁÚ¤· ÁÂÈÓ·Ì¤ÓË, ÎÂÚﬁÂÓ ‚Ú¤ÊÔ˜, n˜ ¢Èe˜ ≤‰ÚË˜
ÌÔÜÓÔ˜ âÔ˘Ú·Ó›Ë˜ âÂ‚‹Û·ÙÔ etc. (sc. as the sixth divine King).

So Ioannes Lydus de Mensibus IV, 51 p. 106.20 Wünsch: T¤Ú·Ó‰Úﬁ˜ ÁÂ ÌcÓ ï §¤Û‚ÈÔ˜ N‡ÛÛ·Ó Ï¤ÁÂÈ ÙÂÙÈıËÓËÎ¤Ó·È ÙeÓ ¢ÈﬁÓ˘ÛÔÓ ÙeÓ ñﬁ ÙÈÓˆÓ ™·‚¿˙ÈÔÓ çÓÔÌ·˙ﬁÌÂÓÔÓ, âÎ ¢Èe˜ Î·d ¶ÂÚÛÂÊﬁÓË˜ ÁÂÓﬁÌÂÓÔÓ, ÂrÙ· ñe ÙáÓ TÈÙ¿ÓˆÓ Û·Ú·¯ı¤ÓÙ·. Parentage by
Zeus and Persephone, the name Zagreus and the Titanic
dismemberment of the royal child-god go together.
Above of all - the mysteric Eleusinian Û‡ÓıËÌ·: âÓ‹ÛÙÂ˘Û·, öÈÔÓ
ÙeÓ Î˘ÎÂáÓ·, öÏ·‚ÔÓ âÎ Î›ÛÙË˜, âÚÁ·Û¿ÌÂÓÔ˜ àÂı¤ÌËÓ Âå˜ Î¿Ï·ıÔÓ Î·d âÎ Î·Ï¿ıÔ˘ Âå˜ Î›ÛÙËÓ, is correctly connected by Clemens,
Protrepticus II, 21, 1-2 to the Baubo incident in the Orphic tradition
(OF 52), and the indecent handling (âÚÁ·Û¿ÌÂÓÔ˜) involved7. Once
more ritual, myth and doctrine are organically connected in Orphism.
In the mystic ciste, among other symbols, there was preeminently
included the ‰Ú¿ÎˆÓ, ùÚÁÈÔÓ ¢ÈÔÓ‡ÛÔ˘ B·ÛÛ¿ÚÔ˘ (op.cit. II, 22, 4).
The pious and exact Pausanias testifies to the affinity of Orphism to
the Athenian Bean-Hero (K˘·Ì›ÙË˜) as embodied in a definite body
of verses (Ùa Î·ÏÔ‡ÌÂÓ· \OÚÊÈÎ¿) on the one hand and the
Eleusinian mysteries on the other; I, 37, 4: ¬ÙÈ ÙáÓ Î˘¿ÌˆÓ àÓÂÓÂÁÎÂÖÓ ÔéÎ öÛÙÈ ÛÊ›ÛÈÓ (sc. \AıËÓ·›ÔÈ˜) â˜ ¢‹ÌËÙÚ· ÙcÓ Â≈ÚÂÛÈÓ.
≠OÛÙÈ˜ ‰b õ‰Ë ÙÂÏÂÙcÓ \EÏÂ˘ÛÖÓÈ Âr‰ÂÓ j Ùa Î·ÏÔ‡ÌÂÓ· \OÚÊÈÎa
âÂÏ¤Í·ÙÔ Ôr‰ÂÓ n Ï¤Áˆ.
To the Orphic B·Î¯ÈÎ¿ probably also belong the archetypes for
the fragments and testimonies preserved in Macrobius Saturnalia I,
18, 12-22 (cf. also I, 17, 42 and 23, 22), OF 237-9, 242 (236 may
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come from an Orphic hymn, but could also be incorporated in the
B·Î¯ÈÎ¿). The Orphic B·Î¯ÈÎ¿ was a definite poetic corpus.
Diodorus I, 11, 3 (transcribed by Eusebius Praeparatio Evangelica I, 9,
27d, both in OF 237) distinguishes between the B·Î¯ÈÎa öË by
Eumolpus and by Orpheus. And indeed Orphic and Eumolpic poetry
on Eleusinian matters (the latter putatively an arrangement of the
work by Musaeus) are explicitly separated by the Chronicon Parium
eps. 14 and 15. The emphasis in the Macrobian passages8 on religious
Heliocentrism must have been after a fashion a feature of early
Orphism; it is found in the Derveni papyrus, as early, that is, as the
5th century B.C. (edition by R. Merkelbach, Zeitschrift für
Papyrologie und Epigraphik, 47, 1982, separate numeration after p.
300). Thus in Col. IX.9 the ¶ÚˆÙﬁÁÔÓÔ˜ (º¿ÓË˜) is equated to the
Sun, considered as cosmic phallus (·å‰Ô›Ô˘ taken in apposition to
B·ÛÈÏ¤ˆ˜ and ¶ÚˆÙÔÁﬁÓÔ˘ in the formulaic locution ‚·ÛÈÏ¤ˆ˜
ÚˆÙÔÁﬁÓÔ˘ ·å‰Ô›Ô˘, col. XII, 3) and primal cause of things as they
are (v. also XXI, 9-10); in X 2 sqq. Saturn is born to the Sun and the
Earth; cf. XI 3-5; XII, 1 and 3-6; it is the cosmic NÔÜ˜, X, 7; XII 8119.
Such emphasis on cosmogonic Helios creates an interpretative
difficulty for the author of the Derveni commentary; for the
generation of the Sun would be described rather late in the Οrphic
poem itself, together probably with the creation of the Moon (and the
other astral bodies). On the other hand it is natural and necessary to
employ heliac vocabulary in referring to the emergence of Phanes with
his unspeakable splendour, and such must have been the case in the
Orphic poem. The Derveni philosopher resolves the difficulty by
appealing to the mystical aspect of the work: in the beginning the
quantity, nature and function of the Sun’s substance and activity was
in effect determined (cf. Frgm. A.8-10, p1 Merkelbach = 7-9, p. 127
in K. Tsantsanoglou - G.M. Parassoglou, Heraclitus in the Derveni
papyrus, Studi e Testi per il Corp. d. Papiri fil.gr. e lat. 3; cf. also V, 510; the text is in the new numeration Col. IV 4-9, K. Tsantsanoglou,
The First Columns of the Derveni Papyrus, in A. Laks and G.W.
Most (eds.), op.cit., p. 94); what followed in the work was put before
the actual and explicit reference to the heliac creation because the poet
did not want to divulge the mystery to the entire public; when he does
mention the first appearance of the Sun, he means (the passage breaks
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off ); Col. XXI, 9 sqq. = Col. XXV of the new numeration: Ùa ÓÜÓ
âﬁÓÙ· ï ıÂe˜ Âå Ìc õıÂÏÂÓ ÂrÓ·È, ÔéÎ iÓ âﬁËÛÂÓ ≥ÏÈÔÓ. âÔ›ËÛÂ ‰b
ÙÔÈÔÜÙÔÓ Î·d ÙÔÛÔÜÙÔÓ ÁÈÓﬁÌÂÓÔÓ ÔxÔ˜ âÓ àÚ¯FÉ ÙÔÜ ÏﬁÁÔ˘ ‰ÈËÁÂÖÙ·ÈØ
Ùa ‰’ âd ÙÔ‡ÙÔÈ˜ â›ÚÔÛıÂ ÔÈÂÖÙ·È Ôé ‚Ô˘ÏﬁÌÂÓÔ˜ ¿ÓÙ·˜ ÁÈÓÒÛÎÂÈÓ. âÓ ‰b Ùˇá‰Â ÛËÌ·›ÓÂÈ...
The occasion on which the Orphic poem would speak in a way
that might be literally or allegorically taken to signify the Sun can be
variously understood. Firstly it might be at the initial invocation of a
resplendent divinity for inspiration; cf. OF 62 from a later text
containing an aboriginal idea:
oøÓ·Í, §ËÙÔÜ˜ ˘x’, ëÎ·ÙË‚ﬁÏÂ, ºÔÖ‚Â ÎÚ·Ù·È¤,
·Ó‰ÂÚÎ¤˜, ıÓËÙÔÖÛÈ Î·d àı·Ó¿ÙÔÈÛÈÓ àÓ¿ÛÛˆÓ,
\H¤ÏÈÂ, ¯Ú˘Û¤·ÈÛÈÓ àÂÈÚﬁÌÂÓÂ ÙÂÚ‡ÁÂÛÛÈÓ etc.;

cf. further OF test. 113. Aeschylus already testified to the especial
attachment and devotion of Orpheus to the Sun as the greatest
divinity, and attributed his death to the consequent wrath of Dionysus
(B·ÛÛ¿Ú·È p. 9 Tr.G.F. Nauck2); v. the narration in Eratosthenes
Catasterismi XXIV pp. 140-1 Robert, e.g. from the Epitome: ÙeÓ ÌbÓ
¢ÈﬁÓ˘ÛÔÓ ÔéÎ âÙ›Ì· (sc. Orpheus), ÙeÓ ‰b ≠HÏÈÔÓ Ì¤ÁÈÛÙÔÓ ÙáÓ
ıÂáÓ âÓﬁÌÈ˙ÂÓ ÂrÓ·È, nÓ Î·d \AﬁÏÏˆÓ· ÚÔÛËÁﬁÚÂ˘ÛÂÓØ âÂÁÂÈÚﬁÌÂÓﬁ˜ ÙÂ ÙÉ˜ Ó˘ÎÙe˜ Î·Ùa ÙcÓ ëˆıÈÓcÓ âd Ùe ùÚÔ˜ Ùe Î·ÏÔ‡ÌÂÓÔÓ
¶¿ÁÁ·ÈÔÓ àÓÈgÓ ÚÔÛ¤ÌÂÓÂ Ùa˜ àÓ·ÙÔÏ¿˜, ¥Ó· ú‰FË ÙeÓ ≠HÏÈÔÓ
ÚáÙÔÓ. ¬ıÂÓ ï ¢ÈﬁÓ˘ÛÔ˜ çÚÁÈÛıÂd˜ ·éÙˇá öÂÌ„Â Ùa˜ B·ÛÛ·Ú›‰·˜,
œ˜ ÊËÛÈÓ AåÛ¯‡ÏÔ˜ ï ÔÈËÙ‹˜, ·¥ÙÈÓÂ˜ ·éÙeÓ ‰È¤Û·Û·Ó Î·d Ùa
Ì¤ÏË ‰È¤ÚÚÈ„·Ó ¯ˆÚd˜ ≤Î·ÛÙÔÓ. Naturally, Orpheus’ dismemberment
is sacrally potent and ambivalent: the punishment is simultaneously
participation in the divine fate; the visitation of Dionysus’ anger
constitutes an assimilation to the bacchic nature, as in Pentheus’ case.
This is the full meaning of the salutation in the Thurian golden leaf
OF 32f.3: ¯·ÖÚÂ ·ıgÓ Ùe ¿ıËÌ· Ùe ‰’ Ôûˆ ÚﬁÛıÂ âÂﬁÓıÂÈ˜Ø /
ıÂe˜ âÁ¤ÓÔ˘ âÍ àÓıÚÒÔ˘ (Zuntz A4 p. 329). Death, as the ultimate
rending apart is, if absolute, salvation itself.
Secondly, the Orphic poem might use the solar imagery and
symbolism at the manifestation of Phanes’ refulgent, awesome
grandeur (cf. OF 86; and OF 237; v. also OF 73 ¶ÚˆÙﬁÁÔÓÔ˜ º·¤ıˆÓ ÂÚÈÌ‹ÎÂÔ˜ Aåı¤ÚÔ˜ ˘îﬁ˜).
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Elaborations like those in the Macrobian quotations referred to
above, or the distinction of various orders of heliac reality (ÓÔËÙe˜
≠HÏÈÔ˜, ÓÔÂÚﬁ˜ ≠HÏÈÔ˜ etc.; cf. Emperor Julian Eå˜ ÙeÓ B·ÛÈÏ¤·
≠HÏÈÔÓ) presuppose a heliocentrism in Orphism which must have
been present right from the beginning in the twin form previously
explained. (Cf. the importance of the Sun’s role in OF 47, a golden
leaf from Thurii). V. the verses in Clemens Protrepticus II, 17, 2-18, 1
(transcribed in Eusebius Praeparatio Evangelica II, 3, 23) = OF 34
(with the related material quoted there) where the symbolic toys of
child-Dionysos are mentioned; cf. Clemens Protrepticus II, 18, 1-2
(also in Eusebius Praeparatio Evangelica II, 3, 25) = OF 35; v.
Philodemus De pietate 44 p. 16, 1 Gomperz = OF 36; Callimachus
Fr. 43.117, 643 Pfeiffer with the notes; Euphorion Fr. 13 Powell. The
story must have been as old as at least Alcmaeonis Fr. 3 Bernabé where
Zagreus (-Dionysus) is mentioned as supremest God; he was the sixth
king in the Orphic succession of Cosmic rulers. What was new in the
6th century was the soteriological significance of the old myth and (no
doubt) corresponding ritual. The religious complex (myth - ritual soteriological symbolism) as a complete mystery to be revealed to the
initiates is presupposed in the sepulchral Orphic-Bacchic gold leaves
(for an edition - but with a misleading commentary - of the main
body of them v. Zuntz Persephone p. 286; 300-5; 328-9; 333; 35862. Add for the gold plate of Hipponion (Vibo Valentia) v. G. Zuntz,
Die Goldlamelle von Hipponion, Wiener Studien N.F. Bd. 10; for
another from Thessaly v. J. Breslin, A Greek Prayer 1977; and for two
new and important ones found near Trikala in the same district, v. K.
Tsantsanoglou - G.M. Parassoglou, Two gold lamellae from Thessaly,
^EÏÏËÓÈÎ¿, τομ. 38, 1987). One more comes from Thessaly, at Pherae
(SEG 45.646, v. now ¶. XÚ˘ÛÔÛÙﬁÌÔ˘, ^H £ÂÛÛ·ÏÈÎc £Âa
\EÓ(Ó)Ô‰›· ì ºÂÚ·›· £Â¿, 1998, pp. 208-20 with photo fig. 32b).
For the most recent complete edition v. now C. Riedweg, InitiationTod-Unterwelt. Beobachtungen zur Kommunikationssituation und
narrativen Technik der Orphischbakchischen Goldblättchen, in F.
Graf (ed.), Ansichten griechischer Rituale Fϋr Walter Burkert, 1998,
pp. 360-98.
Already in the classical period there existed a unified body of
hexametre verses, an Orphic poem10 whose composition was
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attributed in the main to Onomacritus. The 5th century Derveni text
presupposes such a unitary corpus. And so does Hippias’ account of
one of his own intellectual productions: taking from many poets and
thinkers, Greek and Barbarians, the more important and cognate
parts, he put together an argument (ÏﬁÁÔ˜) novel and varied,
36B6DK = FGrH 6F4. One of those, whose work was so employed,
was Orpheus. What exactly we should properly understand by
composition cannot be known with precision. Onomacritus was ‰È·ı¤ÙË˜ ¯ÚËÛÌáÓ ÙáÓ MÔ˘Û·›Ô˘ (Herodotus VII, 6), he arranged, that
is, Musaean oracles. What such arrangement consisted of, what such
composition chiefly introduced, is lucidly suggested by the remark in
Plutarch, De Pythiae Oraculis 407B: \OÓÔÌ¿ÎÚÈÙÔÈ ‰’ âÎÂÖÓÔÈ Î·d
¶Úﬁ‰ÈÎÔÈ Î·d KÈÓ·›ıˆÓÂ˜ ¬ÛËÓ ·åÙ›·Ó äÓ¤ÁÎ·ÓÙÔ <âd> ÙáÓ
¯ÚËÛÌáÓ, ó˜ ÙÚ·Áˇˆ‰›·Ó ·éÙÔÖ˜ Î·d ùÁÎÔÓ Ôé‰bÓ ‰ÂÔÌ¤ÓÔÈ˜ ÚÔÛı¤ÓÙÂ˜, âá Ï¤ÁÂÈÓ. In general he there castigates the extreme
sophistication of the form and poetic articulation of the oracles to the
detriment of the natural colour and accompanying conviction of the
divine responses themselves, ÔxÔÓ àÁÁÂÖ· ÙÔÖ˜ ¯ÚËÛÌÔÖ˜ âÎ ÙÔÜ ÚÔÛÙ˘¯ﬁÓÙÔ˜ ÂÚÈÏ¤ÎÔÓÙÂ˜. Onomacritus was apprehended
nonetheless, according to the Herodotean report, for introducing into
that corpus a prophesy of his own and was, as a result of such forgery,
expelled from Athens by Hipparchus the Peisistratid. But that might
have been a calumny by Lasus from Hermione (who reputedly caught
him in the act), the important lyric poet celebrated as the founder of
the Athenian school of dithyrambic poetry. A rivalry between the two
men, partly professional, partly occasioned by Onomacritus’ influence
on the Peisistratids, may underlie the Herodotean story11. In any case,
as Herodotus adds, the affair did not diminish the esteem in which
Onomacritus was held by the Peisistratids who, having taken him with
them in their flight to the Great King after their expulsion from
Athens, greatly extolled him to His Majesty: Û˘Ó·Ó·‚a˜ ¬Îˆ˜ à›ÎÔÈÙÔ â˜ ù„ÈÓ ÙcÓ ‚·ÛÈÏ¤Ô˜, ÏÂÁﬁÓÙˆÓ ÙáÓ ¶ÂÈÛÈÛÙÚ·ÙÈ‰¤ˆÓ ÂÚd
·éÙÔÜ ÛÂÌÓÔf˜ ÏﬁÁÔ˘˜, Î·Ù¤ÏÂÁÂ ÙáÓ ¯ÚËÛÌáÓ (ibid). Herodotus’
relation of the alleged forgery may be coloured and biased politically:
he would be prone to defame friends of the tyrants and supporters of
the tyranny. After all his account adduces one man’s testimony, and,
what is more, that of Lasus. In addition, what really could be meant
precisely by the allegation that Onomacritus was caught in flagrante
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delicto, forging an interpolated oracle? One is reminded of similar
stories about nationally motivated interpolations in the Homeric
corpus.
Onomacritus was also involved in the collection, arrangement and
edition of what was circulating as Homer’s works, that is, in the
Peisistratid formation of the canonical Homeric corpus. Three other
poets and early critics collaborated in that major enterprise besides
Onomacritus, namely Orpheus from Croton, Zopyrus from Heracleia
and Congylus or Epicongylus, an otherwise unknown figure and, in
all probability, a corrupt name. Thus we read in the so-called Scholion
Plautinum (first edited by Ritschl, Die alexandrinischen Bibliotheken
unter den ersten Ptolemäern und die Sammlung der homerischen
Gedichte durch Pisistratus, 1838, then repeatedly; v. e.g. Scholia
Graeca in Aristophanem ed. Dübner p. XXII b): Ceterum Pisistratus
sparsam prius Homeri poesim ante Ptolemaeum Philadelphum annis
ducentis et eo etiam amplius sollerti cura in ea quae nunc extant
redegit volumina, usus ad hoc opus divinum industria celeberimorum
et eruditissimorum hominum, videlicet Concyli, Onomacriti
Atheniensis, Zopyri Heracleotae et Orphei Crotoniatae; nam carptim
prius Homerus et non nisi difficillime legebatur. Cf. the Tzetzian
report (in e.g. Kaibel FCG I 20 = OF test. 189), which though
perturbed in its first part, is clear on the redactive activity of the
literary quattuorvirate: … Ôî ‰b Ù¤ÛÛ·ÚÛ› ÙÈÛÈ ÙcÓ âd ¶ÂÈÛÈÛÙÚ¿ÙÔ˘
‰ÈﬁÚıˆÛÈÓ (sc. Homer’s edition) àÓ·Ê¤ÚÔ˘ÛÈÓ, \OÚÊÂÖ KÚˆÙÔÓÈ¿ÙFË,
Zˆ‡Úˇˆ ^HÚ·ÎÏÂÒÙFË, \OÓÔÌ·ÎÚ›Ùˇˆ \AıËÓ·›ˇˆ Î·d \EÈÎÔÁÎ‡Ïˇˆ.
Congylus and Epicongulus probably represent K‡ÎÏÈÔ˜ and \EÈÎ‡ÎÏÈÔ˜ sc. Homer, the Cyclic Homer or the one appended to the Epic
Cycle. We are thus left with the three other identifiable names and
persons as the redactors of the Peisistradid recension of a Homeric
corpus, part or addition to the Cycle. The presence of Orpheus from
Croton in the circle of Peisistradids was testified by Asclepiades (in all
probability the Myrleensis who wrote on scholars, °Ú·ÌÌ·ÙÈÎÔ›,
FrGrH697F9, cf. F10 and 11); v. Suda s.v. \OÚÊÂf˜ KÚÔÙˆÓÈ¿ÙË˜
âÔÔÈﬁ˜12.
It is significant that Orpheus Crotoniates and Zopyrus Heracleota
were considered as authors of Orphic works as well (OF test. 177 and
179), just as Onomacritus the Athenian was (OF test. 183, 184, 186,
187, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, in primis 188, the Aristotelian
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testimony). The work and collaboration of the three known poets
extended to both Orphic and Homeric ground; and their activity was
directed to similar ends: they canonised a Homeric and an Orphic
corpus from the dispersed members. And just as there existed specific
titles for independent Homeric epic poems later incorporated within
the unified cyclic body, so we find Orphic verses entitled ¢›ÎÙ˘ÔÓ,
TÂÏÂÙ·›, ¶¤ÏÔ˜, KÚ·Ù‹Ú, ^IÂÚe˜ §ﬁÁÔ˜, Âå˜ ≠÷A‰Ô˘ K·Ù¿‚·ÛÈ˜,
B·Î¯ÈÎ¿, ¶ÂÚd ¢‹ÌËÙÚÔ˜ Î·d KﬁÚË˜, ≠YÌÓÔÈ. From such preexisting
material the Peisistratean Orphic body was composed. Naturally very
soon and especially from the Hellenistic era onwards, the contrary
process commenced and developed, and works under these titles
would have been written elaborating, enlarging, transforming the
corresponding portions of the archaic epic. From lesser roots there
sprang also the multitude of Hellenistic poems of varied content,
astronomical and astrological (ÛÊ·ÖÚ·, ‰ˆ‰ÂÎ·ÂÙËÚ›˜ - or ‰ÂÎ·ÂÙËÚ›˜ -, âÊËÌÂÚ›‰Â˜, ÁÂˆÚÁÈÎ¿, ÂÚd âÂÌ‚¿ÛÂˆÓ, ÂÚd Î·Ù·Ú¯áÓ,
ÂÚd ÛÂÈÛÌáÓ), divinatory (àÌÌÔÛÎÔ›· or àÌÓÔÎÔ›· or àÌÓÔÛÎÔ›·, ı˘ËÔÏÈÎﬁÓ, ÂÚd Ì·ÓÙÂ›·˜, ¯ÚËÛÌÔ›, è
ˇ Ôı˘ÙÈÎ¿ or è
ˇ ÔÛÎÔÈÎ¿),
ritualistic (ıÚÔÓÈÛÌÔd ÌËÙÚˇáÔÈ, Î·ı·ÚÌÔ›, Î·Ù·˙ˆÛÙÈÎﬁÓ, ÎÏ‹ÛÂÈ˜
ÎÔÛÌÈÎ·›, ÎÔÚ˘‚·ÓÙÈÎﬁÓ, ÓÂˆÙÂ˘ÎÙÈÎ¿, ¬ÚÎÔÈ, ÛˆÙ‹ÚÈ·, îÂÚÔÛÙÔÏÈÎ¿), pertaining to sacral natural science (ÂÚd Ê˘ÙáÓ, ‚ÔÙ·ÓáÓ,
çÁ‰ÔËÎÔÓÙ¿ÏÈıÔ˜, Ï‡Ú·, ÏÈıÈÎ¿). (Cf. the list of works in Suda s.v.
\OÚÊÂ‡˜). Seeds of all these, and some developments, were no doubt
to be found in the archaic corpus itself. In general, the history of
Orphic works parallels the Homeric pattern, in that from a multitude
of dispersed pieces a composition emerged which, uniting the disjecta
membra, produced a canonical body of poetry. But then the stories
diverge. Homer remained unified, while the procreative activity of
Orphism (as it was a religious and spiritual movement) continued to
produce works of diverse value. In this there is a parallelism with the
Pythagorean and Neopythagorean phenomena.
It was to the canonical Orphic corpus that Tatian’s source referred;
Oratio ad Graecos 41 p. 156-8 Otto (= OF test. 183): \OÚÊÂf˜ ‰b
Î·Ùa ÙeÓ ·éÙeÓ ¯ÚﬁÓÔÓ ^HÚ·ÎÏÂÖ Á¤ÁÔÓÂÓ, ôÏÏˆ˜ ÙÂ Î·d Ùa Âå˜
·éÙeÓ âÈÊÂÚﬁÌÂÓ· Ê·ÛÈÓ ñe \OÓÔÌ·ÎÚ›ÙÔ˘ ÙÔÜ \AıËÓ·›Ô˘ Û˘ÓÙÂÙ¿¯ı·È, ÁÂÓÔÌ¤ÓÔ˘ Î·Ùa ÙcÓ ¶ÂÈÛÈÛÙÚ·ÙÈ‰áÓ àÚ¯cÓ ÂÚd ÙcÓ
ÂÓÙËÎÔÛÙcÓ çÏ˘ÌÈ¿‰·. And so Clemens Stromateis I, 131, 1, II p.
81.1 Stählin: N·d ÌcÓ \OÓÔÌ¿ÎÚÈÙÔ˜ ï \AıËÓ·ÖÔ˜, Ôy Ùa Âå˜ \OÚÊ¤·
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ÊÂÚﬁÌÂÓ· ÔÈ‹Ì·Ù· Ï¤ÁÂÙ·È ÂrÓ·È, Î·Ùa ÙcÓ ÙáÓ ¶ÂÈÛÈÛÙÚ·ÙÈ‰áÓ
àÚ¯cÓ ÂÚd ÙcÓ ÂÓÙËÎÔÛÙcÓ \OÏ˘ÌÈ¿‰· ÂñÚ›ÛÎÂÙ·È (repeated by
Eusebius Praep. Evang. X 11, 30). The source followed by both
writers keeps to the Aristotelian view regarding the authorship of the
Orphic corpus. Since the transmitted text of all three authors has
ÂÓÙËÎÔÛÙcÓ çÏ˘ÌÈ¿‰· (580/1 - 577/6 B.C.), this cannot be due to
a manuscript error. If ÁÂÓÔÌ¤ÓÔ˘ means here the time of birth, the date
may be right as it stands (Onomacritus would then be very old when
joining the expelled Peisistratids in their visit to Xerxes) provided we
accept in a loose sense the two temporal determinations (Diels
Orpheus B11 corrects to <¤ÌÙËÓ Î·d> ÂÓÙËÎÔÛÙ‹Ó (560 BC) to
bring them into better congruence). If, however, ÁÂÓÔÌ¤ÓÔ˘ bears the
more usual sense of floruit, and taking ¶ÂÈÛÈÛÙÚ·ÙÈ‰áÓ to refer
strictly to Peisistratus’ sons, we should emend (for the text of Tatian’s
source) to, say, ¤ÌÙË<Ó Î·d ëÍË>ÎÔÛÙ‹Ó (520/1 - 517/6 B.C.).
According to the combined evidence of the sources so far adduced,
the archaic, canonical Orphic epic, formed by Onomacritus with the
assistance of the two poets from Magna Graecia, Orpheus and
Zopyrus13, included the following subjects:
Theogony. Night as the primal beginning, Eudemus, Aristotle OF
28; 24; - identity and parentage of Graces, Pausanias IX, 35, 5 (= OF
test. 192) - ¶ÚˆÙﬁÁÔÓÔ˜, º¿ÓË˜, Derveni papyrus (supra). V. the
Aristophanic testimony in the Birds.
¶¿ıË ¢ÈÔÓ‡ÛÔ˘ (B·Î¯ÈÎ¿). Titanic dismemberment of chthonic
Dionysus and related ritual. Pausanias VIII, 37, 5 (= OF test. 194);
Diodorus V, 75, 4; gold lamellae; Gurob papyrus. The soteriological
eschatology of liberation from the bonds of necessity, from the
grievous cosmic cycle, fits in nicely here, and is well attested.
\EÏÂ˘ÛÈÓÈ·Î¿. Abduction of Kore, grief and search of Demeter,
final reconciliation, corresponding observances, mystery cult. Marm.
Parium; Carmen Siculum from a golden leaf (OF 47); Tractatus in the
Berlin papyrus 44 (OF 49); Pausanias I, 14, 3 (OF 51): öË ‰b ô
÷ ‰ÂÙ·È
... \OÚÊ¤ˆ˜ ‰¤, Ôé‰b Ù·ÜÙ· \OÚÊ¤ˆ˜ âÌÔd ‰ÔÎÂÖÓ ùÓÙ· (hence they
belong to the Onomacritean corpus according to the Aristotelian
view), Eé‚Ô˘ÏÂÖ Î·d TÚÈÙÔÏ¤Ìˇˆ ¢˘Û·‡ÏËÓ ·Ù¤Ú· ÂrÓ·È, ÌËÓ‡Û·ÛÈ
‰¤ ÛÊÈÛÈ ÂÚd ÙÉ˜ ·È‰e˜ ‰ÔıÉÓ·È ·Úa ¢‹ÌËÙÚÔ˜ ÛÂÖÚ·È ÙÔf˜
Î·ÚÔ‡˜. Dysaules is a characteristically Orphic name in this context;
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thus we should include in this Proto-Orphic corpus the ClemensArnobius Baubo story (OF 52); which again brings in OF 50 with its
peculiar Thesmophorian ritual (Sch. Lucianus ^EÙ·ÈÚÈÎÔd ¢È¿ÏÔÁÔÈ
80, ΙΙ p. 275.23 sqq. Rabe).
Embryology and cosmogony. The association of the two is best
exemplified in the zoogonical cosmogonies of early Orphism and
Pythagoreanism. For the latter v. Chapter 12 infra, esp. p. 182 with
notes. Aristotle De generatione Animalium 734a16 (OF 26): (the
organs, members and parts of the animal body either are generated
simultaneously, or) âÊÂÍÉ˜ œÛÂÚ âÓ ÙÔÖ˜ Î·ÏÔ˘Ì¤ÓÔÈ˜ \OÚÊ¤ˆ˜ öÂÛÈÓ âÎÂÖ ÁaÚ ïÌÔ›ˆ˜ ÊËÛd Á›ÁÓÂÛı·È Ùe ˙ˇáÔÓ ÙFÉ ÙÔÜ ‰ÈÎÙ‡Ô˘ ÏÔÎFÉ.
This must have been the subject matter of the ¢›ÎÙ˘ÔÓ (the Net) (OF
p. 297), which work characteristically was assigned to Zopyrus, Suda
s.v. \OÚÊÂ‡˜ (OF test. 223d), where an alternative ascription to the
Pythagorean Brontinus from Metapontion is also registered. - Besides
the symbolism of the Net in zoogony, the symbolism of the Robe in
cosmogony is further revealed; on this v. infra, p. 175 and pp. 288 sqq.
n. 57. The work was again attributed to Zopyros (or Brontinus), Suda,
loc.cit. - The force of both symbols resides in the function of
intertwining, plaiting, weaving (of great significance in Orphism; cf.
infra loc.cit.). Epigenes supplied an explanation of the potent
symbolism, Clemens Strom. V, 8, 49, 3 (II 360, 10 Stählin) = OF 33:
Ù› ‰’ Ôé¯d Î·d \EÈÁ¤ÓË˜ âÓ Ùˇá ÂÚd ÙÉ˜ \OÚÊ¤ˆ˜ ÔÈ‹ÛÂˆ˜ Ùa å‰È¿˙ÔÓÙ· ·Ú’ \OÚÊÂÖ âÎÙÈı¤ÌÂÓﬁ˜ ÊËÛÈ “ÎÂÚÎ›ÛÈ Î·Ì˘Ïﬁ¯ÔÈÛÈ” ÙÔÖ˜
àÚﬁÙÚÔÈ˜ ÌËÓ‡ÂÛı·È (cf. Moschion p. 813 Nauck2 v. 9: Ôé ÌcÓ àÚﬁÙÚÔÈ˜ àÁÎ‡ÏÔÈ˜ âÙ¤ÌÓÂÙÔ etc.) “ÛÙ‹ÌÔÛÈ” ‰b ÙÔÖ˜ ·ûÏ·ÍÈ, “Ì›ÙÔÓ”
(sc. the thread of the warp) ‰b Ùe Û¤ÚÌ· àÏÏËÁÔÚÂÖÛı·È etc.
Epigenes wrote on Orphic poetry; cf. also Clemens Strom. I, 131,
5 (=II, 81.11 Stählin): \EÈÁ¤ÓË˜ ‰b âÓ ÙÔÖ˜ ¶ÂÚd ÙÉ˜ Âå˜ \OÚÊ¤·
<àÓ·ÊÂÚÔÌ¤ÓË˜> ÔÈ‹ÛÂˆ˜ etc. He explained it allegorically as in the
former quotation; and he attributed various Orphic poems to those
that he considered as their true authors. Clemens continues in the
second passage: K¤ÚÎˆÔ˜ ÂrÓ·È Ï¤ÁÂÈ ÙÔÜ ¶˘ı·ÁÔÚÂ›Ô˘ ÙcÓ Âå˜
≠÷A‰Ô˘ Î·Ù¿‚·ÛÈÓ Î·d ÙeÓ ^IÂÚeÓ §ﬁÁÔÓ, ÙeÓ ‰b ¶¤ÏÔÓ Î·d Ùa
º˘ÛÈÎa BÚÔÓÙ›ÓÔ˘. As he is an early writer, it is important to notice
the works he comments upon as representatively Orphic as well as his
ascriptions. He seems to subscribe to the Herodotean view, that
Orphism is of Pythagorean origin and nature. Against this, as noted
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above, lies Aristotle’s contention that Orphic doctrines are of great
antiquity, but that they were put into a unified poetic form by
Onomacritus. A third, and scholarly, theory was that Orphic poetry
existed in a dispersed state, and was unified into corpus by the
Peisistratidean triumvirate Onomacritus - Orpheus - Zopyrus.
Epigenes lived before Callimachus; Harpocration s.v. òIˆÓ: öÁÚ·„Â
(sc. òIˆÓ) ‰b Î·d Ì¤ÏË ÔÏÏa Î·d ÙÚ·Áˆ‰›·˜ Î·d ÊÈÏﬁÛÔÊﬁÓ ÙÈ Û‡ÁÁÚ·ÌÌ· ÙeÓ TÚÈ·ÁÌeÓ âÈÁÚ·ÊﬁÌÂÓÔÓ, ¬ÂÚ K·ÏÏ›Ì·¯Ô˜ (Fr. 449
Pfeiffer) àÓÙÈÏ¤ÁÂÛı·› ÊËÛÈÓ ó˜ \EÈÁ¤ÓÔ˘˜. That Callimachus
testified to an apparently strong opinion attributing the authorship of
TÚÈ·ÁÌﬁ˜ to Epigenes has been considered as questionable by some
modern scholars on more or less flimsy grounds14. It should be noted
that both Epigenes and the author of TÚÈ·ÁÌﬁ˜ ascribed chief parts of
the Orphic corpus to specifically Pythagorean origin (the Herodotean
theory); Clemens Strom. I, 131, 4 (II, 81.10 Stählin) joins the two in
this view: òIˆÓ ‰b ï XÖÔ˜ âÓ ÙÔÖ˜ TÚÈ·ÁÌÔÖ˜ Î·d ¶˘ı·ÁﬁÚ·Ó Âå˜
\OÚÊ¤· àÓÂÓÂÁÎÂÖÓ ÙÈÓ· îÛÙÔÚÂÖ; the above-quoted passage about
Epigenes follows. Cf. Diogenes Laertius VIII, 8: òIˆÓ ‰’ ï XÖÔ˜ âÓ ÙÔÖ˜
TÚÈ·ÁÌÔÖ˜ ÊËÛÈÓ ·éÙeÓ (sc. Pythagoras) öÓÈ· ÔÈ‹Û·ÓÙ· àÓÂÓÂÁÎÂÖÓ
Âå˜ \OÚÊ¤·. These τινά must have been of considerable importance if
Pythagoras wished to emphasise their descent from Orpheus himself.
Epigenes lived after Ion of Chius, or was at most a contemporary,
as he commented on the use of öÎˆÌ· ‰·ÎÙ˘ÏˆÙﬁÓ in the latter’s
Agamemnon (Fr. 1 Nauck2); Athenaeus XI, 468C. Since the distance
between the floruit dates of Ion and Callimachus is less than two
centuries of intense, open and fully documented literary activity,
Epigenes must have flourished simultaneously or very shortly after
Ion; otherwise the opinion regarding his possible authorship of TÚÈ·ÁÌÔ› could not have gained even the minimum of credence consistent
with Callimachus taking proper notice of it. As Ion died shortly before
419 BC (Aristophanes, Pax 833-7 with Scholia), Epigenes should be
located towards the end of the 5th century.
The relationship of this Epigenes with his namesake, the Byzantine
astronomer and astrologer, is an intricate matter. Seneca in his VIIth
book of Naturales Quaestiones treats comets. He remarks on the
necessity of observations over long periods of time if a coherent theory
of comets is to be formed and maintained, especially concerning their
astral nature, periodicity and affinity to the other planets or otherwise.
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He further considers that neither the Greeks, not even the Egyptians,
possessed relevant information on comets on an adequately extended
scale, and the tacit assumption is that only Babylonian astronomy
might have registered appearances, courses and disappearances of
comets sufficiently early and systematically. Yet (VIII, 3) duo certe, qui
apud Chaldaeos studuisse se dicunt, Epigenes et Apollonius Myndius,
peritissimus inspiciendorum naturalium (natalium Schottus), inter se
dissident. Hic enim ait, Cometas in numero stellarum errantium poni
a Chaldaeis, tenerique cursus eorum. Epigenes contra ait, Chaldaeos
nihil de Cometis habere comprehensi, sed videri illos accendi turbine
quodam aeris concitati et intorti. (The same double interpretation of
the Chaldaean doctrine regarding the nature of comets is reported in
Stobaeus, Ecloga, I, 28, 1b, I p. 228.15-229, 4 Wachsmuth.
Separately, the second opinion is ascribed specifically to Epigenes
op.cit. I, 28, 1a, I p. 228.4-5. This latter lemma is taken over by Diels
in his construction of Aetius, Doxographi Graeci, p. 367 §615).
We have here a major and radical difference of opinion on a
question that is characteristically apt to be resolved by systematic
celestial observations over long periods of time. As Apollonius’
account represents very probably the view that Babylonian
astronomers would have formed on the nature of comets after
observations of sufficient length and quantity. Epigenes must be
excused on the grounds of defective knowledge of Babylonian
astronomy, especially in its details. It is important to notice that he
gave a particularly incredible, long run for Babylonian astronomical
observations: Plinius, Historia Naturalis, VII, 193, who calls him
gravis auctor in primis. The very existence therefore of such a
difference of opinion on such a subject, leads us in the case of
Epigenes to a time when the treasures of the Babylonian priestly
science of the Heavens was not yet wide open to Greek curiosity, i.e.
before Alexander’s conquest of the East. It was only then that
Callisthenes made known to Greek astronomers the wealth of
Chaldaean observations of celestial phaenomena thus supplying the
means of more exact theories; Simplicius In Aristoteles de caelo p. 506
= p. 226b24 Karsten: âÎÂ›ÓˆÓ (sc. the preceding astronomers) Ì‹ÙÂ
ÙÔÛ·ÜÙ· âÈÛÙ·Ì¤ÓˆÓ Ê·ÈÓﬁÌÂÓ· ‰Èa Ùe Ì‹ˆ Ùa˜ ñe K·ÏÏÈÛı¤ÓÔ˘˜ âÎ B·‚˘ÏáÓÔ˜ âÎÂÌÊıÂ›Û·˜ ÙËÚ‹ÛÂÈ˜ âÎ B·‚˘ÏáÓÔ˜ ≥ÎÂÈÓ
Âå˜ ÙcÓ ^EÏÏ¿‰·, \AÚÈÛÙÔÙ¤ÏÔ˘˜ ÙÔÜÙÔ âÈÛÎ‹„·ÓÙÔ˜, L˜ îÛÙÔÚÂÖ
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¶ÔÚÊ‡ÚÈÔ˜ âÙáÓ ÂrÓ·È ¯ÈÏ›ˆÓ Î·d Ì˘ÚÈ¿‰ˆÓ ÙÚÈáÓ ≤ˆ˜ ÙáÓ \AÏÂÍ¿Ó‰ÚÔ˘ ÙÔÜ M·ÎÂ‰ﬁÓÔ˜ Ûˆ˙ÔÌ¤Ó·˜ ¯ÚﬁÓˆÓ etc. The information is
solid, despite Porphyry’s uncritical acceptance of widespread rumours
concerning the antiquity of Babylonian science [V. Appendix].
Ptolemy also speaks of observations, ÙáÓ âÎ B·‚˘ÏáÓÔ˜ ‰È·ÎÔÌÈÛıÂÈÛáÓ, utilized by Hipparchus and himself, Syntaxis I1 p. 340.2.
Epigenes’ account, as reported (VII, 6; cf. 4) and criticized (VII, 7-10;
cf. 5) by Seneca op.cit., resembles Presocratic theorizing on celestial
phenomena on the pattern of a Meteorological Astronomy, with the
characteristic fusion of celestial and atmospheric processes.
On the whole, it is possible that Epigenes the Orphic
Commentator and Epigenes the astronomer with firsthand, but early,
knowledge of Chaldaean lore, are the same person. The Pythagorean
origin of Orphism fits with knowledge of Babylonian lore and science
via the Zoroastrian connection and the Persian Empire. On the other
hand, Linforth’s identification of him with Epigenes the companion of
Socrates who appears in Plato and Xenophon (I.M. Linforth, The Arts
of Orpheus, pp. 114 sqq.) is a preposterous notion: the only thing we
know of this member of the Socratic circle is that he was in bad bodily
shape, having abandoned himself to this condition as a result of his
total neglect of gymnastics (Xenophon, Memorabilia III, 12). He was
a son of Crito according to Diogenes Laertius II, 121, but this appears
to be contradicted by Plato, Phaedo, 59B (where he is said to have
been present at the death of Socrates); elsewhere he was a son of
Antiphon from Cephisia (Plato, Apology, 33e). A work by Stilpo was
entitled after him (Diogenes Laertius, II, 120). All of which makes
him hardly a credible candidate for our allegorising writer on
Orphism.
ΑPPENDIX
There circulated even worse exaggerations as to the length of time
during which astronomical observations of a systematic nature were
made and registered; Simplicius In Aristoteles De Caelo p. 55b8
Karsten: õÎÔ˘Û· ‰b âÁg ÙÔf˜ ÌbÓ AåÁ˘Ù›Ô˘˜ àÛÙÚˇÒ·˜ ÙËÚ‹ÛÂÈ˜
ÔéÎ âÏ·ÙÙﬁÓˆÓ ëÍ‹ÎÔÓÙ· ÙÚÈáÓ Ì˘ÚÈ¿‰ˆÓ âÙáÓ àÓ·ÁÚ¿ÙÔ˘˜
âÛ¯ËÎ¤Ó·È, B·‚˘ÏˆÓ›Ô˘˜ ‰b ëÎ·ÙeÓ Î·d ÙÂÛÛ·Ú¿ÎÔÓÙ· Î·d ÙÂÛÛ¿-
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ÚˆÓ Ì˘ÚÈ¿‰ˆÓ! Berosus spoke generally of various writings carefully
preserved in Babylon which cover history extending to more than
fifteen myriad years; Berosus’ testimony is quoted by Alexander
Polyhistor as transcribed by Syncellus Chronographia 28A-B = p.
28.17 sqq. Mosshammer: \EÎ ÙÔÜ \AÏÂÍ¿Ó‰ÚÔ˘ ÙÔÜ ¶ÔÏ˘˝ÛÙÔÚÔ˜...
B‹ÚˆÛÛÔ˜ ‰b âÓ ÙFÉ ÚÒÙFË ÙáÓ B·‚˘ÏˆÓÈ·ÎáÓ (FrGrH 680 F1 §1)
ÊËÛÈ ÁÂÓ¤Ûı·È ÌbÓ ·éÙeÓ Î·Ùa \AÏ¤Í·Ó‰ÚÔÓ ÙeÓ ºÈÏ›Ô˘ ÙcÓ
ìÏÈÎ›·Ó, àÓ·ÁÚ·Êa˜ ‰b ÔÏÏáÓ âÓ B·‚˘ÏáÓÈ Ê˘Ï¿ÙÙÂÛı·È ÌÂÙa
ÔÏÏÉ˜ âÈÌÂÏÂ›·˜ àe âÙáÓ Ô˘ ñbÚ Ì˘ÚÈ¿‰ˆÓ ÈÂã ÂÚÈÂ¯Ô‡Û·˜
¯ÚﬁÓÔÓ ÂÚÈ¤¯ÂÈÓ ‰b Ùa˜ àÓ·ÁÚ·Êa˜ etc. (cf. op.cit. 14B = p. 14.26
Mosshamer: \EÂÈ‰c ‰b B‹ÚˆÛÛÔ˜... ÂñÚgÓ âÓ B·‚˘ÏáÓÈ ÔÏÏáÓ
àÓ·ÁÚ·Êa˜ Ê˘Ï·ÛÛÔÌ¤Ó·˜ âÈÌÂÏá˜, ·Q ÂÚÈÂÖ¯ÔÓ âÙáÓ Ì˘ÚÈ¿‰·˜
Ô˘ ‰ÂÎ·¤ÓÙÂ Î·d ÌÈÎÚeÓ Úﬁ˜, îÛÙÔÚ›·˜ ÙÈÓ·˜ etc.). In the extant
Armenian version of Eusebius’ chronography (I, 2) - if it is rendered
correctly in the Latin translation - there occurs a misunderstanding of
Berosus’ text so that the period of time covered by the histories
contained in the Babylonian writings preserved at the age of Berosus is
taken to signify the actual dates of the writings themselves; the interval
is also markedly exaggerated: Berosus narrat in primo Babylonicarum
rerum libro se coaetaneum fuisse Alexandro Philippi, compluriumque
auctorum codices exscripsisse, qui magna cura Babylone
adservabantur jam inde ab annorum myriadibus ducentis et
quindecim; quibus codicibus continebantur etc. (Cf. also the German
translation in FrGrH loc.cit.). What Berosus maintained was that
Babylonian history extended back to myriads of years, including
naturally mythological history (theogony, cosmogony, the heroic era
and the succession of kings). In fact Berosus was remarkably accurate
in his reports. He maintained that exact observations regarding astral
movements were made and kept in Chaldaea from the time of
Nabonasar or at least explained why it was that existent observations
begun with Nabonasar’s reign; Syncellus Chronogr. 207B = p. 244.32
sqq. Mosshammer: àe ‰b N·‚ÔÓ·Û¿ÚÔ˘ ÙÔf˜ ¯ÚﬁÓÔ˘˜ ÙÉ˜ ÙáÓ
àÛÙ¤ÚˆÓ ÎÈÓ‹ÛÂˆ˜ X·Ï‰·ÖÔÈ äÎÚ›‚ˆÛ·Ó, Î·d àe X·Ï‰·›ˆÓ Ôî
·Ú’ ≠EÏÏËÛÈ Ì·ıËÌ·ÙÈÎÔd Ï·‚ﬁÓÙÂ˜, âÂÈ‰‹, ó˜ ï \AÏ¤Í·Ó‰ÚÔ˜
(namely ï ¶ÔÏ˘˝ÛÙˆÚ) Î·d B‹ÚˆÛÛﬁ˜ (FrGrH 680F1616) Ê·ÛÈÓ Ôî
Ùa˜ X·Ï‰·˚Îa˜ àÚ¯·ÈÔÏÔÁ›·˜ ÂÚÈÂÈÏËÊﬁÙÂ˜, N·‚ÔÓ¿Û·ÚÔ˜ Û˘Ó·Á·ÁgÓ Ùa˜ Ú¿ÍÂÈ˜ ÙáÓ Úe ·éÙÔÜ ‚·ÛÈÏ¤ˆÓ äÊ¿ÓÈÛÂÓ, ¬ˆ˜ à’
·éÙÔÜ ì Î·Ù·Ú›ıÌËÛÈ˜ Á›ÓÂÙ·È ÙáÓ X·Ï‰·›ˆÓ ‚·ÛÈÏ¤ˆÓ.
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Disregarding the explanation of the fact provided, the fact itself is
accurate, since all ancient astronomical (and, later, ecclesiastical)
computations employ Nabonasar’s era and exhibit the Î·ÓgÓ ‚·ÛÈÏÂÈáÓ starting with the beginning of that king’s rule, in 747 B.C. (V.
e.g. Ptolemy Almag. III, 7; cf. Kubitscek, Grundriss der antiken
Zeitrechnung, 1927, pp. 57-63). The appreciation of Berosus’ basic
correctness in his reports aids our proper understanding of an
important passage of disputable meaning in Pliny. Nat.Hist. VII, 56
(57) §193 (on the antiquity of letters): e diverso Epigenes apud
Babylonios annorum observationes siderum coctilibus laterculis
inscriptas docet, gravis auctor in primis; qui minimum, Berosus et
Critodemus . ex quo apparet aeternus litterarum usus. The numbers,
(720,000 and 490,000 respectively) are given assuming a dash over the
entire configuration in Latin numerical notation. Nearest to Berosus’
number in Pliny come the 480,000 years in Julius Africanus
Chronographia fr. 1 = Migne PG X, 63 = Syncellus Chronogr. 17D =
p. 18.4 Mosshammer (...j ÙeÓ ÙáÓ X·Ï‰·›ˆÓ ÏÉÚÔÓ, Ùe ÙáÓ ÙÂÛÛ·Ú¿ÎÔÓÙ· çÎÙg Ì˘ÚÈ¿‰ˆÓ, Ù› ‰ÂÖ Ï¤ÁÂÈÓ;). Also the 470,000 of Cicero
De divinatione I, 36 (condemnemus, inquam, hos (Babylon has just
before been mentioned) aut stultitiae aut vanitatis aut impudentiae,
qui quadringenta septuaginta milia annorum, ut ipsi dicunt,
monumentis comprehensa continent; cf. II, 97; Lactantius
Institutionum Divinarum VI, 14, 4). Diodorus II, 31, 9 specifies
473,000 years to Alexander’s crossing over to Asia: ÂÚd ‰b ÙÔÜ Ï‹ıÔ˘˜ ÙáÓ âÙáÓ âÓ Ôx˜ Ê·ÛÈ ÙcÓ ıÂˆÚ›·Ó ÙáÓ Î·Ùa ÙeÓ ÎﬁÛÌÔÓ
ÂÔÈÉÛı·È Ùe Û‡ÛÙËÌ· ÙáÓ X·Ï‰·›ˆÓ, ÔéÎ ôÓ ÙÈ˜ Ú·‰›ˆ˜ ÈÛÙÂ‡ÛÂÈÂÓ. \EÙáÓ ÁaÚ ëÙa Î·d ÙÂÙÙ·Ú¿ÎÔÓÙ· (v.l. ÙÚÈ¿ÎÔÓÙ·) Ì˘ÚÈ¿‰·˜
Î·d ÙÚÂÖ˜ âd Ù·‡Ù·È˜ ¯ÈÏÈ¿‰·˜ Âå˜ ÙcÓ \AÏÂÍ¿Ó‰ÚÔ˘ ‰È¿‚·ÛÈÓ ÁÂÁÔÓ¤Ó·È Î·Ù·ÚÈıÌÔÜÛÈÓ, àÊ’ ¬ÙÔ˘ Ùe ·Ï·ÈeÓ õÚÍ·ÓÙÔ ÙáÓ ôÛÙÚˆÓ
Ùa˜ ·Ú·ÙËÚ‹ÛÂÈ˜ ÔÈÂÖÛı·È (cf. XIX, 55, 8). Berosus is also said to
have set the interval to the Cataclysm at 120 saros (each saros
consisting of 3,600 units of time), i.e., presumably, 432,000 years;
Syncellus Chronogr. 30A = p. 30.22 sqq. Mosshammer: âÓ ‰b ÙFÉ ‰Â˘Ù¤Ú÷· (sc. book of Berosus’ work, FrGrH 680F1 §9) ÙÔf˜ ‰¤Î· ‚·ÛÈÏÂÖ˜ ÙáÓ X·Ï‰·›ˆÓ Î·d ÙeÓ ¯ÚﬁÓÔÓ ÙÉ˜ ‚·ÛÈÏÂ›·˜ ·éÙáÓ, Û¿ÚÔ˘˜
ëÎ·ÙeÓ ÂúÎÔÛÈÓ, õÙÔÈ âÙáÓ Ì˘ÚÈ¿‰·˜ ÙÂÛÛ·Ú¿ÎÔÓÙ· ÙÚÂÖ˜ Î·d ‰‡Ô
¯ÈÏÈ¿‰·˜, ≤ˆ˜ ÙÔÜ Î·Ù·ÎÏ˘ÛÌÔÜ (cf. op.cit. 38D = p. 39.3-15 Moss.
from Abydenus (685 F2) and 39D = p. 40.5-25 Moss. from
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Apollodorus (244F83) all drawing on Berosus). This last testimony, in
whatever way it may be reconciled with the fifteen myriad years
covered in official Babylonian àÓ·ÁÚ·Ê·› according to the same
Berosus (Syncellus, 28A-B, as above quoted,17), is of the same nature
with the latter information: it does not affirm the preservation and
actual existence of observations during the entire interval. The
formulation in Julius Africanus is loose. What Diodorus says is that
Chaldaeans were thought to have started observing the sky and
registering the movements of the stars 470,000 years ago, not
necessarily that such observations reputedly existed and circulated at
his time. In fact his very words entitle us to construe the passage so as
to deny the latter assumption for he considers the former statement
incredible, which it could not be if putative lists of actual observations
for such remote times were really preserved. It is to the same
conclusion that Cicero’s evidence already leads us, especially in the
second passage, illustrating the prior, from the De Divinatione (II,
97): nam quod aiunt quadringenta septuaginta milia annorum in
periclitandis experiundisque pueris quicumque essent nati Babylonios
posuisse, fallunt; si enim esset factitatum, non esset desitum; neminem
autem habemus autorem qui it aut fieri dicat aut factum sciat. (And
notice also the monumentis comprehensa in the former Ciceronian
passage, which implies, or, at least, admits, non-literary remains). The
same scepticism is expressed by Favorinus (in the context of a general
attack against Chaldaean genethlialogy) apud Aulus Gellius Noctes
Atticae XIV, 1, 2: Disciplinam istam Chaldaeorum tantae vetustatis
non esse quantae videri volunt. Sextus Empiricus gives a more definite
objection, Adversus Mathematicos V, 105. (Cf. Hippolytus, Refutatio
Omnium Haeresium, IV, 7, 2-3).
The Babylonians claimed the extremest antiquity for their history;
they also, naturally, affirmed their knowledge of at least the structuring
events in that history. But once their royal and priestly archives were
opened to Greek inspection, they could not maintain the availability
in their own time of actual records, especially astronomical, from
primeval ages. They could only uphold the claim of the past existence
of such observations, subsequently lost for one reason or another.
Abundant, systematic and more or less precise information on celestial
phenomena appeared in Chaldaean fictile tablets from Nabonasar’s
time onwards. What Berosus and Alexander Polyhistor stated, and
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what regular astronomical observation and chronological
systematization in post-classical antiquity proves, is supported by
modern archaeological discoveries, which include however earlier
material from the pre-Assyrian period (cf. O. Neugebauer, The exact
sciences in antiquity, 19572, §44).
Confusion between what the Babylonians claimed to know about
their remotest history (including sporadic information which they
possessed on astral positions and movements at correspondingly
remote ages in the past) on the one hand, and the actual existence of
registered celestial observations on a regular basis (and, subsequently,
with a demonstrable impact on chronological matters and
astronomical theory) on the other, will account for many of the
extravagant claims put forward by, and on behalf of, Chaldaeanism in
later times. Pliny in the above quoted passage (VII, 56 (57) §193), or
rather his source, succumbed to such impositions. That enormous
temporal intervals are meant is shown by his remark: ex quo apparet
——————
aeternus litterarum usus. We must therefore really read CC C C XC
just before, and not CCCCXC. But it is significant to notice that
taking the latter figure and subtracting it from Nabonasar’s era (747
BC) we arrive at 257 BC, which fits nicely into the reported time
during which Berosus issued his influential work. In any case, as we
have seen, Berosus confirmed (and attempted to explain the fact) that
preserved, exact astral observations start with Nabonasars era in
Babylon. Epigenes must belong to an age when one could not easily
check the truthfulness of Chaldaean asseverations as to the enormous
antiquity of their recorded celestial observations.
NOTES
1.
2.

Cf. the Aristotelian view and expression infra.
Plutarch remains faithful to the Aristotelian interpretation in conscious
opposition to both the Stoic (watery Chaos in perpetual flux) and the
Roman-favoured (chaotic mixture or Urmaterie) understnading of the
term; de Iside et Osiride 374C: Ùe ÁaÚ X¿Ô˜ ‰ÔÎÂÖ ¯ÒÚ·Ó ÙÈÓa Î·d ÙﬁÔÓ
ÙÔÜ ·ÓÙe˜ ñÔÙ›ıÂÛı·È (with reference to Hesiod). Sextus Empiricus, as
well, preserves the old orthodoxy; adversus Dogmaticos IV 478.12 Bekker:
Ô¥ ÙÂ ·Ï·ÈÔd Î·d Ùa ¬Ï· ‰È·ÎÔÛÌ‹Û·ÓÙÂ˜ àÚ¯cÓ ÙáÓ ¿ÓÙˆÓ ñ¤ıÂÓÙÔ
ÙﬁÔÓ, ÎàÓÙÂÜıÂÓ ïÚÌËıÂd˜ ï ^HÛ›Ô‰Ô˜ àÓÂÊÒÓËÛÂÓ
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õÙÔÈ ÌbÓ ÚÒÙÈÛÙ· ¯¿Ô˜ Á¤ÓÂÙ’, ·éÙaÚ öÂÈÙ·
Á·Ö’ ÂéÚ‡ÛÙÂÚÓÔ˜, ¿ÓÙˆÓ ≤‰Ô˜ àÛÊ·Ïb˜ ·åÂ›,

3.

4.

5.

X¿Ô˜ Ï¤ÁˆÓ ÙeÓ ¯ˆÚËÙÈÎeÓ ÙáÓ ¬ÏˆÓ ÙﬁÔÓ. Cf. Phyrrhonianae
Hypotyposeis III §123.
Neither Empedocles’ cyclic world-processes, nor Anaximander’s secretion
out of the Indefinite of the basic elemental contrarieties suit the argument.
The point is different in Λ, 1069b20-24 where the comparison instituted
of Anaxagoras with Empedocles, Anaximander and Democritus relates to
their having pointed unawares (as Aristotle thinks) to the potentiality of
their respective material causes.
The use of Î·ÏÔ‡ÌÂÓÔ˜ or ÏÂÁﬁÌÂÓÔ˜ in such contexts as the one in
question (Ùa Î·ÏÔ‡ÌÂÓ· \OÚÊÈÎa öË), does not bear the connotation of
phrases in modern languages like so-called, sogenannt etc. On the contrary,
the basic meaning is of an objective, commonly established and generally
accepted, association of a name with a thing. Cf. for a perceptive treatment
in connection with the Aristotelian phrase Ùa ÏÂÁﬁÌÂÓ· ôÁÚ·Ê· ‰ﬁÁÌ·Ù·,
Th.A. Szlez΄ak, On the standard aversion to the Agrapha Dogmata, in
Graduate Faculty Philosophy Journal, Vol. 22, No. 2, 2001, pp. 149-50
and 158-60 (translation by L. Guzman and M. Meis).Ta Î·ÏÔ‡ÌÂÓ·
\OÚÊÈÎa öË, Ùa ÏÂÁﬁÌÂÓ· ôÁÚ·Ê· ‰ﬁÁÌ·Ù·, Ôî Î·ÏÔ‡ÌÂÓÔÈ ¶˘ı·ÁﬁÚÂÈÔÈ
mean the body of poetry called Orphic, the (Platonic) doctrines referred to
as unwritten, the thinkers known under the appellation Pythagoreans
respectively. Some reservation may or may not be implied in the neutral
uses of such phrases. But, first, any such reservation does not impinge on
the objective fact which forms the core-meaning of the phrase. And,
secondly, what the reservation might be, if there is one, is to be determined
separately in each case. For example, it may refer to the question of the real
authorship of the poetic corpus in the first instance; to whether those
doctrines are absolutely nonexistent in Plato’s written works; or to the
graduation of relationships that may exist between members of the group
signified and Pythagoras as a real person, in other words to how closed and
how strictly defined the group was.
What follows «Ï¤ÁÂÈ» is Aristotle’s testimony, not Philoponus’. Such would
be the construal according to the general drift of the passage and its natural
acceptation. The change from the Ê·Û›Ó of the mss. to the older vulgate
φησίν is thus unnecessary and misleading; Aristotle recognized, on the one
hand, an ancient Orphic doctrinal tradition accompanying the ritual
practices clustered around a mythical holy and wise man Orpheus and, on
the other, mentioned, and probably indirectly endorsed, the common
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opinion (Ê·Û›Ó) which would ascribe the authorship of the relevant poetic
texts to Onomacritus. As this then was common opinion already in the 4th
century (at least in Athens), and supposing that it also received the explicit
sanction of Aristotelian, and then Peripatetic, authority, its widespread and
rather matter of course acceptance in later times becomes readily
understood. Thus Pausanias credits Onomacritus with the institution of
secret rituals (ùÚÁÈ·) relating to Dionysus’ dismemberment and the
authorship of hexameter poetry (âÔ›ËÛÂÓ) in which the Titans were
introduced as the actors (·éÙÔ˘ÚÁÔ‡˜) in the Bacchic Passion; VIII, 37, 5:
·Úa ‰b ^OÌ‹ÚÔ˘ \OÓÔÌ¿ÎÚÈÙÔ˜ ·Ú·Ï·‚gÓ ÙáÓ TÈÙ¿ÓˆÓ Ùe ùÓÔÌ· ¢ÈÔÓ‡Ûˇˆ ÙÂ Û˘Ó¤ıËÎÂÓ ùÚÁÈ· Î·d ÂrÓ·È ÙÔf˜ TÈÙ¿Ó·˜ Ùˇá ¢ÈÔÓ‡Ûˇˆ ÙáÓ ·ıËÌ¿ÙˆÓ âÔ›ËÛÂÓ ·éÙÔ˘ÚÁÔ‡˜. Pausanias may indulge for once in
hypercriticism regarding the antiquity of rituals and myths connected to
Dionysiac dismemberment and its symbolical value for man; but he leaves
no doubt that he considered Onomacritus as the author of the \OÚÊÈÎ¿, in
which a central part was played by the titanic ¶¿ıË ¢ÈÔÓ‡ÛÔ˘. The work
was circulating as authored by Orpheus; Diodorus V, 75, 4: ÙÔÜÙÔÓ ‰b ÙeÓ
ıÂeÓ (sc. ¢ÈﬁÓ˘ÛÔÓ) ÁÂÁÔÓ¤Ó·È Ê·ÛdÓ âÎ ¢Èe˜ Î·d ºÂÚÛÂÊﬁÓË˜ Î·Ùa ÙcÓ
KÚ‹ÙËÓ, nÓ \OÚÊÂ‡˜ Î·Ùa Ùa˜ ÙÂÏÂÙa˜ ·Ú¤‰ˆÎÂ ‰È·ÛÒÌÂÓÔÓ ñe ÙáÓ
TÈÙ¿ÓˆÓ. Those \OÚÊÈÎ¿ are the same with the Î·ÏÔ‡ÌÂÓ· \OÚÊÈÎ¿
containing Eleusinian material (I 37, 4; 14, 3), where the story concerning
the two August Goddesses was related at some length; v. Chronicum
Parium ep. 14 (Jacoby) = OF test. 221 (the reference to Orpheus is virtually
certain). A passage from this (part of the) poem is preserved in the golden
leaf from Thurii, OF 47; another, involving characteristic sacred obscenity,
in Clemens Protrepticus II 20, 1 21, 1 (repeated in Eusebius Praeparatio
Evangelica II, 3, 30) and, probably independently, in Arnobius Adversus
Nationes V, 25 (p. 196, 3 Reifferscheid), both quoted with supplementary
material in OF 52; cf. also Clemens Protrepticus II, 17, 1 = OF50 and
Scholia in Lucianum p. 275 Rabe). Cf. n. [7].
The strong and indispensable connection between sacrificial ritual and
theogonic accounts is already attested for the Magian religion of the
Persians by Herodotus, I, 132: ‰È·ı¤ÓÙÔ˜ ‰b ·éÙÔÜ (sc. the sacrificer having
disposed appropriately the offering) Ì¿ÁÔ˜ àÓcÚ ·ÚÂÛÙÂg˜ â·Â›‰ÂÈ ıÂÔÁÔÓ›ËÓ, Ô¥ËÓ ‰c âÎÂÖÓÔÈ Ï¤ÁÔ˘ÛÈ ÂrÓ·È ÙcÓ â·ÔÈ‰‹Ó ôÓÂ˘ ÁaÚ ‰c Ì¿ÁÔ˘
Ôû ÛÊÈ ÓﬁÌÔ˜ âÛÙd ı˘Û›·˜ ÔÈ¤ÂÛı·È. It is remarkable that a certain degree
of allegorising or symbolic thinking may be presumed to be involved; for
what is chanted by the Magus during the sacrifice, i.e. the hymn
accompanying the rite (â·ÔÈ‰‹), is a theogony according to what the
Persians maintain, is a theogony “such as they claim the sacrificial hymn to
be”.
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A closer relationship between Magian religion and Orphism (or Orphic
interpretation, which, in view of the dogmatic nature of Orphism, comes to
much the same thing) has been recovered in the Derveni papyrus; v. Col.
VI of the new numeration, K. Tsantsanoglou, The First Columns of the
Derveni Papyrus, in A. Laks and Glenn W. Most (eds.), Studies on the
Derveni Papyrus, 1997, p. 95.
On the more general issue cf. D. Obbink, Cosmology as Initiation vs. the
Critique of Orphic Mysteries, in A. Laks and G.W. Most (eds.), op.cit., pp.
39-54. On the typical mixture of cosmology and the ritual characteristic of
Orphism cf. L.J. Alderink, Creation and Salvation in Ancient Orphism,
American Studies in Classical Philology, 8 (Ann Arbor: Scholars Press),
1981. Cf. also R. Seaford, Immortality, Salvation and the Elements in
Harvard Studies in Classical Philology, 90: 1-26.
V. Vol. I of this work, Ch. 7 and Appendix B.
For the ascription of the relevant Macrobian account to Porphyry, v. Fr.
Altheim, Porphyrios Schrift über den Sonnengott in his Aus Spätantike
und Christentum, 1951, pp. 1-58 and (the text) 138-52.
On the whole subject v. Ch. 11 below.
The 5th century commentary in the Derveni papyrus also presuppose such
a single Orphic opus. The Homeric quotations (θ 335 and Ω 527-8) in
Col. XXII, 4 and 6-7 are not considered Orphic; ‰ËÏÔÖ ‰b Î·d âÓ ÙÔÖÛ‰Â
ÙÔÖ˜ öÂÛÈÓ ¬ÙÈ àÁ·ıcÓ ÛËÌ·›ÓÂÈ means that the word ë‹ (and not
Orpheus) signifies good.
Lasus’ antagonism to Simonides must have been proverbial, v. Aristophanes
Vespae 1410-1. His facetiousness is well illustrated by the stories in
Athenaeus VIII, 338b-c. He introduced âÚÈÛÙÈÎÔf˜ ÏﬁÁÔ˘˜ (Suda s.v.
§ÄÛÔ˜).
On the whole subject of the Peisistratid recension v. Cauer, Grundfragen
der Homerkritik2 pp. 111-135. For the testimonia collected v. R.
Merkelbach Rhein. Mus. 95 (1952) 23 sqq. For a perceptive handling of
the whole issue v. R. Janko in Volume IV of The Iliad: A Commentary
(general editor G.S. Kirk), pp. 29-32.
That Pherecydes the Athenian (ï ÁÂÓÂ·ÏﬁÁÔ˜ as distinguished from
Pherecydes of Syrus) collected the Orphic poems in one corpus (Suda s.v.
ºÂÚÂÎ‡‰Ë˜ = Fr.Gr.H. 3T2 = OF test. 228) was a rumour: nÓ ÏﬁÁÔ˜ Ùa
\OÚÊ¤ˆ˜ Û˘Ó·Á·ÁÂÖÓ. He (together with Hellanicus, FrGrH 4F5, and
Damastes, FrGrH 5F11) referred Homer’s lineage back to Orpheus, OF
test. 7 = FrGrH 3F167. That this one at least was the ÁÂÓÂ·ÏﬁÁÔ˜ is shown
by the fact that the lineage is detailed (cf. Suda s.v. \OÚÊÂ‡˜, the full lineage
from Atlas downwards according to Charax, with some change in the
names). Pherecydes from Athens’ acme is put at Olympiad 81, 1 = 456/5
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B.C. (3T6): this is too late for the rumoured feat, the composition of a
single Orphic text. Maybe some confusion has somewhere been introduced
into the accounts. The much earlier Pherecydes from Syrus might have
been supposed to have undertaken the collection of Orphic works, by
reason of the affinity of his logicomythical, mixed thinking to Orphism’s
theogony = cosmogony. Significantly the Suda lemma with the information
in question puts the Athenian chronologically before the Syrian, reversing
the true order. All such claims are rather inferences of presumed
connections from noticed similarities.
Bergk emended ó˜ \EÈÁ¤ÓÔ˘˜ to ñe \EÈÁ¤ÓÔ˘˜, Diels wrote ó˜ Î·d
\EÈÁ¤ÓË˜, Jacoby wanted Î·d \EÈÁ¤ÓË˜ - all unfounded miscorrections.
Callimachus reported on Ion’s many and multifarious writings in his
Choliambs, Suda s.v. ‰Èı˘Ú·Ì‚Ô‰È‰¿ÛÎ·ÏÔÈ; Sch. Aristophanes, Pax 835.
In the latter passage we read: öÁÚ·„Â ‰b ... Î·d Î·Ù·ÏÔÁ¿‰ËÓ ÙeÓ ÚÂÛ‚Â˘ÙÈÎeÓ ÏÂÁﬁÌÂÓÔÓ, nÓ ÓﬁıÔÓ àÍÈÔÜÛÈÓ ÂrÓ·› ÙÈÓÂ˜ Î·d Ôé¯d ·éÙÔÜ. It is
attractive to correct ÙÚÈ·ÁÌﬁÓ in place of ÚÂÛ‚Â˘ÙÈÎﬁÓ; but the scholium
continues: Ê¤ÚÂÙ·È ‰b ·éÙÔÜ Î·d ÎÙ›ÛÈ˜ Î·d ÎÔÛÌÔÏÔÁÈÎe˜ Î·d ñÔÌÓ‹Ì·Ù· Î·d ôÏÏ· ÙÈÓ·; ÎÔÛÌÔÏÔÁÈÎﬁ˜ would seem to refer to ÙÚÈ·ÁÌﬁ˜.
Further on this subject and on that Epigenes v. P. Schnabel, Berosos und die
Babylonisch-Hellenistische Literatur, 1923, pp.109-118.
Jacoby has posited one (Pseudo-)Berossos von Kos as a different personage
for no cogent reasons. We have to do with the same person, the Berosos.
One way is e.g. Schnabel’s, op.cit. p. 251 Fr. 1. Taking the lead from the
Armenian Eusebius (where a period of two hundred and fifteen myriad
years is mentioned), he reads: àÓ·ÁÚ·Êa˜ ‰b ÔÏÏáÓ âÓ B·‚˘ÏáÓÈ
Ê˘Ï¿ÛÛÂÛı·È ÌÂÙa ÔÏÏÉ˜ âÈÌÂÏÂ›·˜ àe âÙáÓ Ô˘ < ˘ > ñbÚ Ì˘ÚÈ¿ã ã
‰ˆÓ <Û>ÈÂ ÂÚÈÂ¯Ô‡Û·˜ ¯ÚﬁÓÔÓ. But this removes the possibility of
understanding Berosus so as not to commit him to the view that records of
some kind were actually kept in Babylon for 480,000 years. It is far better, if
need be, to suspect ÈÂã but drop ˘ , keeping to the Synkellus text as
ã ã
transmitted. After all we do not know how many years, Berosus posited,
before the first prediluvian king according to the Chaldaean cosmogony
and anthropology narrated in his first book. But if we take into account the
passsage from Chronographia Barberini (FrGrH 680F3 p. 378 n. 1-12 =
Gelzer, Sextus Julius Africanus und die Byzantinische Chronographie, II1,
p. 199), we may project a number of years equal to 158 time a power of
ten. For it reads: ÚÒÙËÓ ·ÛáÓ àÓ·ÁÚ¿ÊÔ˘ÛÈ ÙcÓ X·Ï‰·›ˆÓ ‚·ÛÈÏÂ›·Ó
ôÓ‰ÚÂ˜ âÓ ·È‰Â‡ÛÂÈ ÁÓÒÚÈÌÔÈ, \AÏ¤Í·Ó‰ÚÔ˜ ï ¶ÔÏ˘˝ÛÙˆÚ, BËÚˆÛÛe˜
Î·d ï \A‚˘‰ËÓe˜ Î·d \AÔÏÏﬁ‰ˆÚÔ˜ (the scholars we know from
Synkellus), ÔQ ÚáÙÔÓ ÌbÓ îÛÙÔÚÔÜÛÈÓ à‚·Û›ÏÂ˘Ù· öÙË ·ÓËã. (There
ã
follows a Christian rationale for this number related to Adam’s presumed
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930 years and Seth’s 128, which make 1058). After these kingless years
comes the list of the ten Babylonian antediluvian kings with 432,000 years’
duration. The disparity is dissolved by Panοdorus’ brilliant idea to make an
antediluvian year equal to one day. Βut, reversing the idea, we might
assume 1,058,000 kingless years. Adding to all this the time from the
Cataclysm to Alexander the Great (of the order of 35,000 years, cf. 680 F5)
we arrive at some 1,058,000 + 432,000 + 35,000 ≈ 1,525,000 years.
Something like this could then be the required number in the text under
investigation: àe âÙáÓ Ô˘ ñbÚ Ì˘ÚÈ¿‰ˆÓ < ·Ê>ÈÂã ÂÚÈÂ¯Ô‡Û·˜ ¯ÚﬁÓÔÓ.
΄

